This is not the creation of a self-contained world rooted in its own interior logic;
this is the re-creation of a world through remembering, recording, and reformatting, embedded in a larger system. Ultimately this world investigates humanity's obsessive quest to study, capture, and categorize every living thing. When we get close enough to study each other, we obliterate what we are trying to understand.
The forms in my work are cartographic -maps of a place and time but in an experiential rather than a literal sense. As I trace the depictions of the natural world from 17 th century botanical engravings to my mother's floral couch circa 1990, I uncover hidden desires embedded in the everyday objects around us. It is deeply rooted in suburban and familial relationships -the desire to surround the home with images of "nature", while nature remains something wild, outside us, beyond the lawns, a counterpoint to humanity. The perception of this distance from the natural world is what allows for our romance and fascination with it, therefore fueling debates over "nature" or "nurture". Rather than create sublime images that reinforce a spellbound vision of nature's dominance over man, or by contrast to create a critique of man's command over nature, I am delving into domestic, artificial, and kitsch representations with equal measures of sentimentality and criticism.
As a reproductive medium that results in multiples and accessible distribution, printmaking has played a role in forming images of the natural world in our minds. From botanical engravings, to woodblock or silkscreen printed wallpaper, to offset magazines, or letterpress cards, the majority of images around us are printed. To that end, I use printmaking as a pictorial language and source of appropriation. I filter one kind of printed mark through digital processes and print mediums, enlarging the images and amplifying the feedback until it becomes something utterly different. This mimics the process of magnification used by scientists to decipher the natural world, but also reveals the artist's mark as a carrier of information in itself. An artist's representation of a subject reveals a deep longing to understand the world around us, at its worst with the intention to colonize but at best to acknowledge one another and maybe even take up guardianship for one another. These desires hidden under pictorial space, graphic marks, and densely patterned surfaces become revealed.
Printmaking: The First New Media
The research for my work is tied to the history of printmaking, which is to say the history of humans finding, creating, and marking their place in the world. The history of our development can be described as speaking, then writing, then printing. Democratic due to its reproducibility and ability to travel, the print has traditionally explored popular secular beliefs and reflected contemporary culture. Before there was ever electricity, the print ruled the province now dominated by television, video, and the Internet.
Guttenberg's invention of movable type has been commemorated as the previous millennium's greatest invention, confirming that there has never been a leap in technology that compares to the beginning of the use of print. Many other technologies that are taken for granted today developed out of printing, the best example being papermaking, which flourished once there was a growing need for something inexpensive on which to print. Even today, Internet "pages" and nearly all other information still reference historical books and print technologies. New Media can be seen as a natural outgrowth of print, a connection that I explore through combining video and installation with printed media. If printmaking is considered as a set of ideas and logic about reproducibility, layering, and recording, rather than a static subdivision of techniques, then it is possible to trace its proliferation from the earliest prints through the most current technologies. The earliest woodcuts in the 15 th century were used to share information through books. Even print media that are generally thought of today as having no commercial associations such as engraving and mezzotint were used as purely reproductive technologies in the 17 th century. Had reproductive engravers had access to a digital printer, photocopy machine, or video camera, they probably would have used it readily. The Final Cut Pro interface, a program for editing digital video, is interesting to consider in these terms. Cutting and stacking imagery in levels of transparency is exactly the logic used in creating a print. It makes sense -digital video grew out of film, which grew out of photography, which grew out of and up with prints. The early photo processes, such as photogravure, which entails exposing a photographic image onto a gelatin resist affixed to a copper plate, etching in ferric chloride, and printing on an etching press, were hybrid printmaking processes. Early films were stacks of photos played in sequence to create a moving image. The technology of digital video can be traced back to the first prints.
Technology, Information, Culture
How does innovation become tradition? Printmaking processes that were innovative in their time have become tradition today -leading to the general exclusion of current innovations from the lexicon of printmaking. This is changing at printmaking departments across the country, but the general print culture is making and accepting these connections more readily. Amazon's Kindle converts books, newspapers, and other previously printed source material to be available for purchase and consumption on a portable LCD screen. With the potential of these devices to supersede books, and online news sources substituting for the offset printed paper version, is the LCD screen becoming the new "paper" as a carrier of images and information? The language of "scrolling" through internet "pages" is revealing. Wikipedia, which is quickly replacing the old bound versions of encyclopedias, describes scrolling as being comparable to flipping through pages in a book. A Google Image search of "Kindle" reveals the plethora of images that visually compare the device to printed books and newspapers. It wouldn't be the first time that new technology outgrew its delivery system: paper replaced vellum once movable type created the need for something inexpensive and relatively quick to make for printing. Vellum has been relegated to an aesthetic, rather than practical, decision. LCD grew out of a need to display digital information and release it even more quickly to a global audience. Will paper become an aesthetic, rather than a practical, way to distribute images and information?
In my work, the presence of once-state-of-the-art technology in the form of prints on paper in company with video makes the viewer acutely aware of the delivery systems of information as still or moving images. In works such as The Happier Side of a Vast World, I integrate video with works on paper to bridge the gap between them.
Alternately, in Their Wondrous Transformation and Peculiar Nourishment, I installed the prints on mylar juxtaposed against the video on LCD to create a counterpoint. ability of humans to study, and therefore manage, the natural world has permeated through to this day is an indication of the contemporary relevance of these objects. In the was thinking ecologically. Johannes Goedaert, a contemporary of Merian's who was one of the first to document the individual stages of the metamorphosis of caterpillars, presents his illustrations schematically, and without the food that nourished his subjects. The resultant lifeless and stumpy caterpillar on the middle left, with newly emerging flies above it, is portrayed in the same pictorial space. The overwhelming interconnectedness implicit in the study of ecology makes it difficult to draw distinctions between one organism and another, an organism and its surroundings, sentient and insentient, or human and nonhuman. Contemporary society is just beginning to grapple with the implications of this unbounded connectivity. Merian's visual language represents a time when the human endeavor to organize, and thereby manage, the natural world had just begun to take form but before feeling the full reverberations of human involvement. Although her illustrations reveal the interconnectedness of her subjects, ultimately her work was used as a tool for the classification of species and generating the relationships with nature we still grapple with today. As an ecological view of the world comes more into focus, we are beginning to more fully grasp the effects of human interventions on land, insects, animals, and weather. Printmaking played a central role in the formation of the ideology in the Romantic period to study and control the natural world, the object of our fascination. with the prints as a somber counterpoint to their abundance. The video is zoomed-in images recorded from nature documentaries on TV layered with blue washes of digital feedback and glitches. Its title refers to our longing to get close to "nature", as evidenced by the success of nature documentaries. However, the amplified digitization and the display, as a window to another world outside of the gallery, re-emphasizes our distance from the subjects of those documentaries.
Figure9
:TheirWondrousTransformationandPeculiarNourishment,silkscreenon cutmylarandpaper,laserjetandinkjetonpaperwheatpastedtowall,single channelvideoonLCD,dimensionsvariable,2011 As a result of being directly connected to their surface of wall or floor, the prints, video, and sculpture become installation, and implicate the entire architecture of the room in sustaining the artwork. Just as the graphic marks of the prints are magnified and the digitization of the video is amplified, the artificiality of the interior space is heightened.
It becomes a question of boundaries -between one artwork and another, between the artworks and the surrounding space, and as the broader metaphor between an organism, its peers, and its environment. 
